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Why JIT?

● Because you can’t compile ahead of time (e.g., client-side Javascript)

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript)
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Why JIT?

● To minimize time spent compiling ahead of time (e.g., to improve programmer productivity)

(https://www.pdclipart.org/displayimage.php?album=search&cat=0&pos=3)
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Why JIT?

● To adapt/specialize the code during execution:

● For performance

● For non-performance-related reasons (e.g., adaptive sandboxing)
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Why JIT? – Specialization and Adapting to Heterogeneous Hardware

(https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2019/02/the-end-of-moores-law-in-detail-and-starting-a-new-golden-age.html) (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.02064.pdf)
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Why JIT? – Specialization and Adapting to Heterogeneous Hardware

(https://science.osti.gov/-/media/ascr/ascac/pdf/meetings/201909/20190923_ASCAC-Helland-Barbara-Helland.pdf)
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In C++, JITs Are All Around Us...

(OpenCL)
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In C++, JITs Are All Around Us...

But how many people know how to make one of these? And how portable are they?

We are good C++ programmers…
There are many of us!

I know how to make a
high-performance JIT…

I’m part of a smaller community.
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In C++, JITs Are All Around Us...

Does writing a JIT today mean directly generating assembly instructions? Probably not. There are a number of 
frameworks supporting common architectures:

https://github.com/BitFunnel/NativeJIT

https://tetzank.github.io/posts/coat-edsl-for-codegen/
(A wrapper for LLVM)

But you will write 
code that writes the 
code, one operation 
and control 
structure at a time.

(LLVM)

https://github.com/BitFunnel/NativeJIT
https://tetzank.github.io/posts/coat-edsl-for-codegen/
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

Some basic requirements…

● As-natural-as-possible integration into the language.

● JIT compilation should not access source files (or other ancillary files) during program execution.

● JIT compilation should be as incremental as possible: don’t repeat work unnecessarily.

(https://www.pdclipart.org/displayimage.php?album=search&cat=0&pos=0)

(https://www.pdclipart.org/displayimage.php?album=search&cat=0&pos=38)
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

https://github.com/hfinkel/llvm-project-cxxjit/wiki

https://github.com/hfinkel/llvm-project-cxxjit/wiki
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

ClangJIT provides an underlying code-specialization capability driven by templates (our existing feature for 
programming-controlled code specialization). It allows both values and types to be provided as runtime 
template arguments to function templates with the [[clang::jit]] attribute:
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

Types as strings (integration with RTTI would also make sense, but this allows types to be composed from 
configuration files, etc.):
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

Semantic properties of the [[clang::jit]] attribute:

● Instantiations of this function template will not be constructed at compile time, but rather, calling a 
specialization of the template, or taking the address of a specialization of the template, will trigger the 
instantiation and compilation of the template during program execution.

● Non-constant expressions may be provided for the non-type template parameters, and these values will 
be used during program execution to construct the type of the requested instantiation. For const array 
references, the data in the array will be treated as an initializer of a constexpr variable.

● Type arguments to the template can be provided as strings. If the argument is implicitly convertible to a 
const char *, then that conversion is performed, and the result is used to identify the requested type. 
Otherwise, if an object is provided, and that object has a member function named c_str(), and the result 
of that function can be converted to a const char *, then the call and conversion (if necessary) are 
performed in order to get a string used to identify the type. The string is parsed and analyzed to identify 
the type in the declaration context of the parent to the function triggering the instantiation. Whether types 
defined after the point in the source code that triggers the instantiation are available is not specified.
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

Some restrictions on the use of function templates with the [[clang::jit]] attribute:

● Because the body of the template is not instantiated at compile time, decltype(auto) and any other type-
deduction mechanisms depending on the body of the function are not available.

● Because the template specializations are not compiled until during program execution, they’re not 
available at compile time for use as non-type template arguments, etc.
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

If you’d like to learn more about the potential impact on C++ itself and future design directions, see the 
talk I gave at CppCon 2019: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dv9vdGIaWs

And the committee proposal: http://wg21.link/p1609

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dv9vdGIaWs
http://wg21.link/p1609
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

Compile with clang -fjit

Compile non-JIT code as 
usual

Convert references to JIT
function templates into
calls to __clang_jit(...)

Save serialized AST and
other metadata into the

output object file

Object file
(Linked with Clang libraries)

What happens when you compile code with -fjit...
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

What happens when you run code compiled with -fjit...

Instantiation is looked 
up in the cache.

Program reaches some 
call to __clang_jit(...)

Upon first use: State of Clang is 
reconstituted using the metadata in the 

object file

The requested template 
instantiation is added to the AST, 
and any new code that requires

is generated.

New code is compiled and linked
into the running application – like 
loading a new dynamic library – 
and program execution resumes
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

Each instantiation gets a
unique number – used to
match __clang_jit calls to

an AST location.

The template body
is skipped during
at instantiation.
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

Create template arguments, call Sema:SubstDecl and 
Sema::InstantiateFunctionDefinition. Then call CodeGenModule::getMangledName.

Iterate until convergence:
● Emit all deferred definitions
● Iterate over all definitions in the IR module, for those not available, call 

GetDeclForMangledName and then HandleInterestingDecl.
Call HandleTranslationUnit

Mark essentially all symbols with ExternalLinkage (no Comdat), 
renaming as necessary. Link in the previously-compiled IR.

Compile and add module to the process using the JIT. 

Add new IR to the previously-compiled IR, marking all definitions 
as AvailableExternally
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

void bar() { }

template <int i>
[[clang::jit] void foo() { bar(); }

…

foo<1>();
foo<2>();

Initial running module:

define available_externally void @_Z3barv() {
  ret void
}
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

void bar() { }

template <int i>
[[clang::jit] void foo() { bar(); }

…

foo<1>();
foo<2>();

Running module:

define available_externally void @_Z3barv() {
  ret void
}

New module:

define void @_Z3fooILi1EEvv() {
  call void @_Z3barv()
  ret void
}

Link
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

void bar() { }

template <int i>
[[clang::jit] void foo() { bar(); }

…

foo<1>();
foo<2>();

Running module:

define available_externally void @_Z3barv() {
  ret void
}

define available_externally void @_Z3fooILi1EEvv() {
  call void @_Z3barv()
  ret void
}
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ClangJIT - A JIT for C++

void bar() { }

template <int i>
[[clang::jit] void foo() { bar(); }

…

foo<1>();
foo<2>();

Running module:

define available_externally void @_Z3barv() {
  ret void
}

define available_externally void @_Z3fooILi1EEvv() {
  call void @_Z3barv()
  ret void
}

New module:

define void @_Z3fooILi2EEvv() {
  call void @_Z3barv()
  ret void
}

Link
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An Eigen Microbenchmark

Let’s think about a simple benchmark…

● Iterate, for a matrix m: m
n+1

 = I + 0.00005 * (m
n
 + m

n
*m

n
)

● Here, a version traditionally supporting a runtime matrix size:
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An Eigen Microbenchmark

Here, a version using JIT to support a runtime matrix size via runtime specialization:
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An Eigen Microbenchmark

First, let’s consider (AoT) compile time (time over baseline):

The JIT version.
Time to compile a version

with one specific
(AoT) specialization

The AoT version
(with one or all three float types)
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An Eigen Microbenchmark

Now, let’s look at runtime performance (neglecting runtime-compilation overhead):
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An Eigen Microbenchmark Essentially the same benchmark, but this time
in CUDA (where the kernel is JIT specialized)
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An Eigen Microbenchmark

For CUDA, one important aspect of specialization is the reduction of register pressure:
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Can This Fix All C++ Compile-Time Issues?

I use C++. I can start testing my code just
minutes after writing it...

I use programming language X.
I can start testing my code as soon

as I can press “enter.”

[[clang::jit]] will not, by itself, solve all C++ compile-time problems, 
however the underlying facility can be used directly to solve some 
problems, such as...
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Can This Fix All C++ Compile-Time Issues?
This kind of manual-dispatch code

is very expensive to compile.
Using [[clang::jit]] can get rid of this in a

straightforward way, providing
a faster and more-flexible solution.
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Can This Fix All C++ Compile-Time Issues?

(In case you’re curious what that kernel looks like...)
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Can This Fix All C++ Compile-Time Issues?

We integrated this into a large application, and benchmarked it for different polynomial-order choices…

For each polynomial order, the JIT version
was slightly faster (likely because ClangJIT’s

cache lookup, based on DenseMap,
is faster than the lookup

in the original implementation)
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Some Notes on Costs

In the ClangJIT prototype, on an Intel Haswell processor, for the simplest lookup involving
a single template argument (all numbers approximate):

Cache lookup (already 
compiled)

350 cycles (140 ns)

Resolving the instantiation 
request to the previously-
compiled (same type with 
different spelling)

160 thousand cycles (65 μs)

Compiling new instantiations At the very least, tens of
millions of cycles (a few 
milliseconds)
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Some Other Concerns

● Because the instantiation of some templates can affect the instantiation of other templates (e.g., 
because friend injection can affect later overload resolution), as currently proposed, the implementation 
of the JIT-compilation functionality cannot be "stateless." This seems likely to make it harder to 
automatically discard unneeded specializations.

● ABI: If an application is compiled with all of the necessary metadata embedded within it to compile the 
JIT-attributed templates, does that metadata format, and the underlying interface to the JIT-compilation 
engine that uses it, become part of the ABI that the system must support in order to run the application? 
The answer to this question seems likely to be yes, although maybe this just provides another failure 
mode…

● JIT compilation can fail because, in addition to compiler bugs, the compilation engine might lack some 
necessary resources, or the code might otherwise trigger some implementation limit. In addition, 
compilation might fail because an invalid type was provided or the provided type or value triggered some 
semantic error (including triggering a static_assert).

● How does this interact with code signing? Can we have a fallback interpreter for cases/environments 
where JIT is not possible?

● C++ serialized ASTs can be large, and C++ compilation can consume a lot of memory (in addition to 
being slow).
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Where Might We Go From Here?

A common infrastructure for C++ JIT compilation?
(A roundtable today @ noon)
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What To Build On Top? - Autotuning

Adapting to hardware, especially heterogeneous hardware, with high-performance specializations may 
require autotuning:

Compile
Run and Measure

Adapt
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Conclusion
Hardware Trends + Performance Requirements
(Need for efficiency, heterogeneity, and more)

Modern JIT-compilation technology Evolution of C++
(e.g., constexpr programming)

Needs for increased programmer productivity

C++
JIT
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